A struggle with-and against-language and identity is central to the work of Nathalie Stephens. As a bilingual writer, Stephens remains at once possessed and dispossessed both by French and by English. (Born in 1970, she has to date published several books of poetry and chapbooks in each of these languages). Her attachment to French is intense. French is (literally) her mother('s) tongue and a conduit to a complex cultural and literary heritage. Yet, because she has lived almost all her life in anglophone places (Ontario and, now, Chicago), her relationship to French also marginalizes her. At the same time, because she practises experimental writing, her work in English has been similarly marginalized in anglophone cultures. Stephens' project-to explore her Sephardic Jewish heritage through writing--further complicates and enriches her poetry.
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Gender and sexuality, as well as the relationships of both of these issues to language, constitute another vital concern of Stephens' creative imagination. Her texts Colette m 'entends-tu? (1977) , Underground (1999) and Somewhere Running (2000)-which can be read as a lesbian trilogy-reflect the energies of a young lesbian feminist writer labouring to transform language and other systems of representation, to break the (signifying) chains of heteropatriarchal logic. Referencing the writings of such lesbian precursors as Colette, Gertrude Stein and Nicole Brossard, this trilogy succeeds in dismantling conventional approaches to representation, as Stephens fragments narrative to reimagine the place of the lesbian subject in language.
In more recent books, Stephens has been engaged in a process of linguistic transgendering. In All Boy (2001) and in Je Nathanael (2003), via the queer muse of Gide's Les Nourritures terrestres with its call to sexual and personal freedom, the first-person speaker shifts from female to male, from Nathalie to Nath(anaG1). Again, Stephens pursues a questioning and reworking of language to introduce new possibilities of identity.
The assumption of a male/masculine persona continues in L ' Injure (2004 Weil?" (42) . If, as this quote implies, all available languages are tainted by hate and violence, (how) can language be appropriated? "Mais la langue est la premikre impasse," the narrator writes, "l'annonce de l'kgarement. La breche oh s'accomplit l'oubli" (43). These aporias of identity lead to a chilling cry of despair: "I don't want to be a Jew anymoreY'(43). However, this yielding to despair is only temporary. Stephens' Jew continues his quest, follows his dream of identity recovery, come what may. Towards the end of L 'Injure, she writes: "Fallait-il se mkprendre sur le lien de sa naissance?
[. . .] Toujours aux lkvres la langue jamais parlke. La langue fossoyke. Tapisse'e dans le creux du r2ve inavouk" (60). In the final line, she reasserts the need for naming, in spite of the insufficiencies and indignities that characterize all languages: "Que te reste-t-il? [. . .] Le dksir, suffocant, inexkcutable, de nommer" (64) .
The continual series of questions which emerges on page after page of L'Injure helps the reader to understand Stephens' purpose here. In Le Livre des questions, the great French-Jewish poet Edmond Jabks wrote at one point that the Jew is a person who answers a question with another question. Stephens' privileging of the question in her text signifies at once an inability to fix identity by stating categorically who one is, where one belongs, which linguistic community defines one. Just as urgently, her foregrounding of the question constitutes, in itself, an assertion of pride in (non-)identity. In the interstices between French, English, Spanish, German, Yiddish and Hebrew, a sense of Jewish identity can be glimpsed, even as the poet confronts us with more questions and with an unfinished project of commemoration and searching. 
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